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The Church exists for:
Worship: to increase awareness of God’s presence
and to celebrate God’s love
Learning and Caring: to help people to learn and grow as Christians through
mutual support and care
Service: to be a good neighbour to people in need
and challenge injustice
Evangelism: to make more followers of Jesus Christ

Priorities for the Methodist Church
In partnership with others wherever possible, the Methodist Church will
concentrate its prayers, resources, imagination and commitments
 to proclaim and affirm its conviction of God’s love in Christ, for us and for
all the world.
 to renew confidence in God’s presence and action in the world and in the
Church.

As ways towards realising this priority, the Methodist Church will give
particular attention to:
 underpinning everything we do with God-centred worship and prayer;
 supporting community development and action for justice, especially among the
most deprived and poor - in Britain and worldwide;
 developing confidence in evangelism and in the capacity to speak of God and
faith in ways that make sense to all involved;
 encouraging fresh ways of being Church;
 nurturing a culture in the Church which is people-centred and flexible.
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Mumblings from the Minister
I wonder how many of you have been led to believe that the whole point of Lent is
about denial, about what object or habit you can give up for six weeks and how
much fuss you can make ensuring everyone else knows just what a martyr you
have been to show such self restraint and deny yourself something which you
really, really crave.
On one hand it’s understandable how we can have been led a merry dance down
the garden path and perhaps missed the real point of this time of year. In our
various Christian traditions rituals, rules regulations…oh what might another word
be for that…. Legalism…that’s the one…. are often far easier to promote,
understand, and implement than spirituality and faith. We can understand orders
far easier that accepting invitations. After all any parent will tell you it’s far easier
to tell kids to obey rules than to try and explain to them why they should desire to
act in the right manner. They then end up following the rules simply because the
rules exist.
When it comes to Lent we often do the same – denying ourselves something
simply for the sake of denial. We give up chocolate or Face Book or buying things
from Amazon (I tried last year and failed miserably) and we end up missing the
point. Being legalistic and denying oneself just for the sake of denial often
achieves the opposite purpose. Giving up coffee doesn’t make me a better
follower of Christ, it just makes me more irritable and harder to live with and a
caffeine free minister is not something you would want to encounter believe me!
Lent isn’t about denial, it is about transformation. It is the season in which we
prepare to encounter Christ’s sacrifice by endeavoring to become more Christ like
ourselves. Transformation is about letting ourselves be filled with, and changed by
God’s grace so that we can be channels of God’s love.
And here comes the theological word of the month…these acts of “kenosis” –
emptying ourselves not simply to show that we can, but in order to allow God to
come and fill us – are a means to an end. It is a discipline that creates the space
and the opportunity to be transformed.
As the hymn “Oh the bitter shame and sorrow” HP 538 states so clearly…go on
look it up… Lent is a time of being changed from “all of self and none of thee” to
“none of self and all of thee” It is a time when we open ourselves up to God so
that we can be reborn as new creations. After all although God accepts us just as
we are, God loves us too much to let us remain that way.
So this Lent instead of asking what are you giving up, my question is how will you
‘open up’ to God’s transforming power in order to become more fully the person
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and family of faith God wants us to be. Could you ethically shop, recycle better,
become more prayerful, engage in a community issue, invite some who lives on
their own to dinner, chat to the Big Issue seller / homeless person you see in your
local community or maybe just imitate Stevie Wonder by calling someone to say
how much you love them!
Love and light

Reverend John

Same Sex Marriage and Central Methodist Church
Where are we now?
At last year's Methodist Conference, delegates from across the Connexion voted
overwhelmingly in favour of the proposal to allow same sex marriages to occur in
Methodist churches. This formed just part of a series of resolutions that were
passed that came out of the God in Love Unites Us report, an extensive project
that looked at what it means for people to live in good relationships. This included
affirming emphasis on self-giving love and mutual flourishing in all relationships;
love of God as present in all long-term commitments including co-habiting;
redefining our understanding of marriage and consent to the marriage of samesex couples on Methodist premises and by Methodist ministers throughout the
Connexion.
This report was discussed, debated and deliberated over at various meetings
within the district, circuit and Hucknall Central Methodist Church in late 2019 /
2020 and was the next step in the Methodist Church's pilgrimage of faith regarding
human sexuality and relationships. This decision to allow same sex marriages to
take place has delighted some and disappointed others and has revealed that as
a church we constantly have to live with what has been termed 'contradictory
convictions'.
The passing of this resolution at Conference does not mean that all Methodist
Churches or indeed Methodist ministers have to allow / officiate at such services.
What the decision does mean is that it is now down to each local Methodist
church, and each individual Methodist minister, to prayerfully consider whether
they wish to be part of this new development. Some will say yes, some will say no,
some will remain undecided. What we are not discussing again is whether we
think same sex marriage should be allowed, because the Methodist church as a
whole has already done that with 38/39 Methodist Districts being in favour at this
year's conference.
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How do we move forward?
What we now need to do first at Central Methodist Church is to try to ascertain the
mood/feeling of the church with regards whether we would like our building to be
authorised to allow same sex marriages to be conducted here. This will help to
guide the members of the church council, who as managing trustees of the
church, will ultimately decide how we actually proceed, having first listened
carefully to how the larger church feel.
Listening to each other in love
Two dates have been arranged during which Rev John will guide us through this
process using material that has been provided by the Methodist church, using the
experience he gained by sitting in when Nuthall Methodist Church went through
this process late last year and having guided Sherwood Methodist Church through
the process.
This process will involve exploring how the Methodist Church has reached this
decision after sensitively exploring these issues over many years. There will be a
time for small group discussions about how we might make a decision using
things such as our knowledge of the Bible, Methodist tradition, reason and our
own personal experience. Individuals will be allowed to speak but the time will be
limited and should not be used as an opportunity to lobby for either side. I would
expect people to only attend one of the two meetings in order to give everyone a
chance to participate
Assessing the mood
At the end of each meeting, those who have attended will be given the opportunity
to express their opinion on this statement. 'Central Methodist Church should be
registered to allow same sex marriages to be performed in its premises'. You
will be asked to indicate whether you...strongly agree / agree / neutral / disagree /
strongly disagree. This will be done by anonymous ballot.
After the two meetings have concluded, it is hoped that the feeling of a significant
part the church will have been expressed, and the results will be made known to
the wider church asap.
It is hoped that in order for the statement 'Central Methodist Church should be
registered to allow same sex marriages to be performed in its premises' to
be seen as the desired wish for the greater church that at least 66% of the
anonymous ballots will indicate this preference. If this is not the case, we will take
more time as a church to consider this more fully at a slower pace.
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This is not a vote as to whether such marriages will be allowed in our building, it is
an exercise to assess the mood / feeling of the wider church on this issue. The
final decision in this matter lies with the trustees of the church i.e. the church
council after they have prayerfully listened to the views expressed by the wider
church.
We hope to deal with this sometime after Easter. Keep an eye open for further
details
Rev John

CHALK

Outside, in the real world, it’s 2021. But in Richard’s world it’s 1979 – and he’s
desperate to keep it that way.
Richard’s illness makes him forget – so he’s decided to relive his childhood,
rediscover the love he left behind, bring everything back one last time, all set to
the musical soundtrack of his life. But Richard knows that an invisible enemy is
closing in and the clock is ticking. Can he communicate a final, urgent message to
his family before all is lost?
There may be tears, and time travel, and Smurfs. Press play.
Chalk is a powerful new comedy drama about a man fighting for his life, his past,
and his dignity written and performed by local writer and actor Simon Carter.
Simon if performing this one man show free of charge to raise awareness about
dementia and funds for Alzheimer’s Society. You are simply asked to make a
donation after the performance
Rev John hopes to bring Chalk to Central Methodist Church soon.
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Bake through the Bible
I wonder if you have ever struggled to
find new ways to introduce stories
from the bible to your children / grand
children?
Well how about giving Bake through
the Bible a try. Containing 20 Bible
stories, told in a simple, engaging
style, this practical, creative and I
suspect messy book will help take
your child through the whole storyline
of the Bible.
Each story is supported by a cooking
activity that reinforces the main
teaching, along with questions to
discuss while cooking, and a simple
recap to use when enjoying what
they've cooked. For further info chat to
Dave Godden over at EastSide

The road to nowhere
The place name intrigued me. It was whilst we were on holiday in the Isles of
Scilly, some years ago, that I saw the name on a map of the main island. I was
keen to find the place
From our small hotel we walked past the Methodist Church and took the route by
the Parish Church hall, continuing uphill. The conditions were perfect. White
washed house walls sparkled in the sunshine. A blue sky and some fluffy clouds
complemented the scene. The Isles benefit greatly from the absence of pollution
and rarely does one here the noise of cars. Away from the small town no one was
about. The sound of silence was a sheer delight
On days like these the Isles have a beauty beyond words. A solitary bungalow
stood proudly on a hillock. Opposite where a few houses with no signs of any
residents in the gardens. We were now strolling downhill and passing a small field
with animals grazing. To our left was a copse of tree unbent by heavy gales. They
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were on lower ground and well sheltered from any salt laden winds. Plants and
flowers flourished in such climatic conditions
It was at this point we found the answer to the puzzle. A sign in front of a single
house bore the name ‘Nowhere’. The property stood in a small well tended garden
which was enhanced by a GPO telephone box, brightly painted and presumably
bought as a decorative feature. By the copse was a small parking area for no
more than three vehicles. Most visitors to ‘Nowhere’ would presumably arrive by
‘Shank’s Pony
Soon we would see the ocean. Alongside the footpath was a low stone wall
against which waves were gently lapping. It was idyllic and so peaceful. There at
the far end of the long sea wall was a narrow launching area where a small group
of local children were playing happily. We spoke to one lad and asked him if he
wanted to paddle deeper near the end of the slipway. He was not keen saying that
the Atlantic Ocean was so very cold!
A tiny cafe advertised basic drinks to
quench the thirst. But no one came to
serve at the outside table. We rested and
enjoyed the view of the ocean realising
that some two thousand miles away in the
distance was the land mass of North
America.
S we walked back I took not e of the single
solitary bungalow. It had been owned for
many years by the Prime Minister Harold Wilson and his wife Mary as their holiday
home. We were told that the locals always welcomed their regular famous visitors.
It was clearly an ideal location to escape from the hubbub of Westminster politics.
I am sure that there would have been a hot line back to 10 Downing Street and a
protection officer always on hand. I recall reading that Harold Wilson once got into
difficulties whilst swimming alongside a small boat and had to he helped out of the
water. How fortunate was he that he has his security officer with him that day.
When Harold died Mary continued to use the bungalow as her second home. In
the local cemetery on the road to Nowhere there is a simple headstone with a
basic inscription which makes where he is buried. Later when I visited the small
town museum, I recall seeing his Gannex overcoat and pipe displayed with other
related memorabilia, all presumably donated by Mary. Gannex coats were very
popular at the time because of their warmth and rainproof qualities.
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As Christians we walk on days which sometimes provide great satisfaction as we
enjoy friendships on the way. Trials confront us too but we overcome them by
strong faith. We can be assured that the Lord is with us wherever we go. Psalm
121
Stand at the crossroads and look and ask for the ancient paths, where the good
way lies and walk in it, and find rest for your souls. Jeremiah 6:6
O Lord open our eyes to the beauty that we find in the natural world. May we have
the vision and discernment to know which steps we should take on life’s journey.
Give us wisdom, strength and hope in our hearts
Stuart Walters

EastSide: Out with the old and in with the new
Anyone visiting EastSide will be aware that the
kitchen has seen better days.
Pre pandemic we managed to obtain some
funding from a variety of source to begin to
renovate that space but unfortunately like many
thing that got put on hold.
With better days hopefully ahead of us we have
started the process of getting professional
guidance and estimate to have that project completed, one that will benefit not just
the church family but also the youth work carried out by Kim, Dave, Marc, Gilly,
Alison and Sue as well as enabling us to reach out into the local community. Keep
an eye open for the next edition of Connect when I hope to be able to share
further updates. .
Another exciting thing happening at EastSide is that in collaboration with Tracey
Bird from Ashfield Council we are hoping to start a Mum’s Coffee morning on
Thursday 24th March. This will offer a chance for Mums (and hopefully Dad’s)
from the local area to simply drop in for a cuppa and a chat perhaps after dropping
their little ones off at school. A safe space when people can get to know each
other and the building at EastSide can be of more use to the local community.
Rev John and the stewards at EastSide
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Struggling
School set us this task
And for me it was a big ask.
So I want to let you know,
that I started it long ago
My mind is blank
and all my ideas sank.
I’m not a great poet
and now you all know it
Why is this task so hard?
Is it because I am not the Bard.
This is the best I can do.
I just hope it’s enough for you
Myles Werle aged 9 Morven Park Primary School Kirkby in Ashfield

Come along and join in the discussion!
Over the past 18 months or so Rev John has been holding a series of discussion
groups in which people gather to explore the faith that we share. Amongst the
things we have gathered together to explore have been the Methodist way of life,
the book of Acts, we engaged with the Advent and Lent booklets produced by the
circuit staff team and have just finished a quick dash through Jonah.
Some people are perhaps a little reluctant to be part of a discussion group, They
fear it will be too academic or that they won’t know enough to contribute anything.
So here are just a few thoughts from those who have been attending. Hopefully as
restrictions ease and life gets back to normal we can begin to do some of these
groups face to face
‘Really enjoyed the bible study groups. Good to meet new people from the
Sherwood church and to discuss and learn things in a relaxed atmosphere’
‘A friendly welcome given to someone just dropping in from outside of the
Nottingham North East circuit’
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‘The groups (very ably led by Rev John) are a great way to get to know each other
better and meet friends from Sherwood too, whilst sharing new thoughts. If you
aren't comfortable speaking out in a group, try joining these Zoom sessions. In
the comfort of your own home you'll be more relaxed to join in the discussion, or
just sit back and listen. Why not give it a try?’
‘Reading the daily advent post felt positive and uplifting to start the day with and I
looked forward to reading them knowing others were sharing in them too. Such a
variety - funny items, deep thoughts (that then really gave me lots to think about!)
new things learned, memories jogged and fun guessing who wrote them! Really
hope this is repeated next year.’
‘I have really enjoyed these. It's been great to meet people from other churches
and connect on another level/more frequently with people from Central too.
Groups are small enough that everyone feels included but not so small there is
any pressure to contribute all the time. Very varied material and in every session I
have gained something from hearing others' points of view and enjoyed the
discussions and sharing of stories. It has been really lovely to have that time
carved out to spend with God and others, and being on zoom worked well for me
to be able to fit it into my day. Looking forward to the next one.’

We can't do that – or can we?
You will all be used to people saying that “we can't do that”, and that is probably true if

we are trying to do it in our own strength. However, the Bible tells us in
Philippians 4:13 “I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me”.
In our Sunday morning service on 22nd January we heard a powerful message
from Rev David Speed relating to “the Spirit is with us”. That being the case, do
we still believe that we can't do whatever we want? We might not understand
how, and past experience may be greatly influencing us, but I believe that we
have to put our faith in God and that He will give us the wherewithal to do things
we think are impossible.
With this in mind, and looking at what Trinity Methodist Church in Sutton do, we
have two challenges. First of all, we could run a ploughman's lunch, and catering
for 70 I understand requires a team of 12. Secondly, we could run, say once a
month, a Songs of Praise service which would incorporate a free afternoon tea
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with a plate on the way out for donations. The sandwiches for the tea would be
bought in and cakes could be donated by church members.
Although we are physically limited to what we can do, Barbara and I would be
willing to help. I would welcome any suggestions or comments and offers of help
John Pritchard

Boy’s Brigade at Central
Boy's Brigade - Where to start?
Well, we've been around since 1883 and
sometimes, I feel that between us, we've actually
done that many years service! We've had a couple
of homes in and around Hucknall but now call
Central our base and it has been for around 40 ish
years give or take a couple.
Where do I fit in?
I think if you ask any of us in the BB, we all have
the same story. I came to make orange juice after dropping my boy off sometime
18 years ago and never left! The children grow up but we somehow stay. Bert,
Allan, Carl, Sam all seem to be expert in orange juice making now! Melissa stayed
on as a young leader. Tony has no excuse as he doesn't own any kids! Funny
enough though, it wasn't on my list to become Captain!
What do we do?
Fun, pure and simple with a good Christian baseline. We play games, make arts
and crafts, have sporting competitions, join with other groups and work towards
award badges. At the end of each term we have an outing or fun activity such as
the trampoline Park or the farm park. We also go camping and have outdoor fun.
Who can join?
If you are over the age of 5 and up to the age of 18, you are welcome. Children
and young people of any faith or none. Boys or girls. Our current membership
consists of 8 children of varying ages but everyone gets along fantastically well.
I hope that has explained a little about who we are and maybe if you know
someone who might be interested, give us a call! We don't bite!
Natalie Brown Central BB
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The Sweet Jar
When things in your life are almost too much to handle, when 24 hours is just not
enough, remember the sweet jar.
.
A professor stood before his philosophy class and had some
items in front of him. When the class began, wordlessly he picked
up a very large and empty sweet jar and proceeded to fill it with
golf balls. He then asked the students if the jar was full. They
agreed that it was.
So the professor then picked up a box of pebbles and poured
them into the jar. He shook the jar lightly. The pebbles rolled
into the open areas between the golf balls. He then asked the
students again if the jar was full. They agreed it was.
The professor next picked up a box of sand and poured it into
the jar. Of course, the sand filled up everything else. He asked
once more if the jar was full. The students responded with a
unanimous “YES”.
The professor then produced two cups of coffee from under the table and poured
the entire contents into the jar, effectively filling the empty space between the
sand. The students laughed.
“Now,” said the professor, as the laughter subsided, “I want you to recognize that
this jar represents you life. The golf balls are the important things – your family,
your children, your health, your faith, your friends, and your favorite passions –
things that if everything else was lost and only they remained, your life would
still be full.
The pebbles are the other things that matter like your job, your house, and your
car. The sand is everything else – the small stuff. “If you put the sand into the jar
first,” he continued, “there is no room for the pebbles or the golf balls.
The same goes for life. If you spend all your time and energy on the small stuff,
you will never have room for the things that are important.
Pay attention to the things that are critical to your happiness. Play with your
children! Spend time with God. Get those medical checkups.
Take your wife/husband/lover/friend out to dinner. Maybe even play another 18.
There is always time to clean the house and take out the rubbish.
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Set your priorities. Take care of the golf balls first, the things that really matter.
The rest is just sand.”
One of the students raised her hand and enquired what the coffee represented.
The professor smiled. “I’m glad you asked. It just goes to show you that no matter
how full your life may seem, there is always room for a couple cups of coffee with
a friend.”
Ann Richards

Firstly, a huge thank you to everyone on our Organist/Pianist rota for bringing
music back to our services. It has been absolutely wonderful to sing again and
you are appreciated so much!
I have also been asked a few times about music group. There have been a
number of changes with previous group members so it's under review at the
moment, but also, we want to make sure it is known that all are welcome to take
part
So, if you play an instrument or sing, please consider prayerfully if these gifts are
something God is calling you to use in worship. This could be as a one-off,
occasionally or regularly
If you think this could be something you would like to get involved with, or you just
want to know more, then please let me know; come and see me, message me on
Facebook or email me on jmason72@hotmail.co.uk
Thanks, Jackie Mason
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Lent and Easter
For Lent the circuit has produced a booklet similar to the one made available at
Advent. In this the staff team will reflect on some of the images / thoughts used
during January on the Methodist website to further explore the Methodist Way of
Life.
Rev John will be leading some discussion sessions based on this material.
A face to face group will meet at Central starting on Tuesday 8th March at 2pm
There will also be the usual zoom get together on a Monday evening and
Thursday morning

The following services are also being arranged
Ash Wednesday service (2nd March) at EastSide at 12 midday
Maundy Thursday service (14th April) again at EastSide at 7pm
Good Friday Ecumenical service at 10am in St Mary’s followed by walk of witness

Back in 2021 Rev John produced a self guided walk that can be done anytime
during Holy Week. This will involve a short car ride (20 mins) to Woodthorpe
Grange Park in Sherwood and then a single preamble around the park grounds
(2km) reflecting on the various events of Holy week.
This can be done at anytime and would make a great family trip out.
If you would like a copy of this walk, (and Rev John thinks its one of the best
things he’s produced) then let him know and he will print a copy off for you
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Nigel and Cath Smith’s
1000 mile challenge 2022
Raising funds for Beat and Kids Matter
We are pledging to walk or run 1000 miles between us during 2022 and are
asking you to help us raise money for two charities Beat and Kids Matter.

It is estimated that eating disorders affect 1 in 50 people in
the UK. Beat’s mission is to end the pain and suffering
caused by eating disorders.

In the UK as many as 4.2 million children
are currently being raised in poverty, with
little support for their parents. Kids Matter
is
a charity who want to see every child in need raised in a strong family by
engaging local churches to equip parents and carers facing disadvantages with
confidence, competence and community, enabling their children to thrive.
If we are successful, sponsorship of 1p a mile would amount to £10, but any
sponsorship / donations would be very welcome.
If anyone would like to sponsor us or donate towards this 1000 mile challenge
then you can do so in the following ways
 Email
 Phone

nigelandcathsmith@ntlworld.com
Nigel – 07906 115995
Cath – 07986 125455
Home – 01623 439328
 Directly on our Just Giving Page
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/nigelandcathsmith1000beat

With many thanks for your support.

Nigel and Cath
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Shoebox Delivery 2021
So very pleased to announce that the final total for Teams4U shoeboxes this year
exceeded 66,000 – the highest total yet, smashing a previous high of 64,000.
Our Nottingham boxes were transported to a large warehouse in Darley Dale,
from where they were loaded onto lorries on Saturday 4 December, together with
boxes from Derby and Stoke-on-Trent, and arrived safely in Brazer, Bosnia in time
for Christmas.
These two lovely photos are of some of the recipients in Bosnia - what more can I
say!!!

The following information is taken from T4U website:
“Bosnia and Herzegovina is a small country with a population of only 3.8 million
people. Approximately one-fifth of the population lives below the poverty-line, with
a further 50 percent of the country vulnerable to social exclusion.
The impact of the pandemic is expected to push Bosnia and Herzegovina into its
worst recession in 25 years with an estimated 139,000 people losing their jobs.
The World Bank believes the consequences of COVID will cause 300,000 more
people to fall into poverty across the Western Balkans.
Your shoeboxes are distributed through The Red Cross to Internally Displaced
People groups (it is estimated that there are still 99,000 IDPs living in the country)
and refugees.
Romania
Shoeboxes are also distributed in the Arad and Bihor counties of Western
Romania. Romania has always ranked highly within the EU for the percentage of
its people at risk of poverty. With the COVID-19 pandemic, there have been
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heightened concerns about the effects on a country that already has higher-thanaverage rates of social exclusion (where poverty prevents people engaging with
society).
“[In 2020] I’ve distributed over 10,000 gifts into dozens of
towns and received thousands of smiles from children I’ve never
known. The joy hidden in these little colourful and sparkling gifts
can only be told by the children who waited for them, with
expectation and emotion in their hearts. One boy even told me
he thought his gift came directly from heaven.”Raul Gherle,
Project Lead in Bihor, Romania

Belarus
Over 20,000 children live as registered orphans in Belarus and are cared for by
the
government
in
institutions that
house between 100-150
children.
Many
have
additional
learning needs and few are
COVID
has
impacted
support
for
these
with many not able to
vegetables or other basic

physical and/or
ever adopted.
financial
orphanages
afford
fresh
supplies.

Teams4U supported four orphanages with Polytunnels this year, to support the
growing of fresh produce.
Your boxes are given to children in orphanages around the Minsk area of Belarus,
as well as to marginalised communities in rural provinces.
Georgia
Georgia is a small country just below Russia, above
Turkey, and west of the Black Sea. Since gaining
independence from the USSR, Georgia has
experienced a history of political and territorial
conflict with Russia.
This has created a unique crisis forcing thousands of
people to flee their homes, but they still remain in
their country. They are known as internally displaced
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persons
(IDPs).
Thousands
of
people
remain
affected.
Your shoeboxes will be distributed through the Red Cross in IDP camps around
Batumi, in the coastal region of Georgia.
“We call this place ‘paper town’. We come and listen to the wishes the children
have. Some of them just want a ball to play. There are a lot of children who are
waiting for their wishes to come true.”
Batumi Branch, Red Cross

Moldova
Moldova is considered the lowest-income country in Europe with parts of the
population living on salaries of less than £2 a day. Only 43% of those living in
abject poverty have access to clean water and 25% of children have no access to
secondary education.
In 2020, Moldova was simultaneously hit by the COVID-19 pandemic and one of
the most severe droughts in 20 years, with an estimated 70,000 jobs lost – 50% of
them in the 35-44yrs age bracket affecting many people with young families.
Boxes are distributed in orphanages; to families referred by the Moldovan
Government’s social care program, and to the most marginalised in Northern
Moldova.”
The distribution of these boxes is the culmination of a lot of people doing “their
bit”. It is humbling to be part of such a great team, no matter how small a part we
play the final results speak for themselves. Long may the work continue.
Brenda Roworth

New circuit office
During the course of the summer the
decision was made by the circuit to
look at purchasing new premises in
the heart of our new Nottingham North
East circuit that could act as both a
location for the circuit office, a central
meeting venue within the circuit but
also as a resource hub that could be
used by local community groups..
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After prayerful investigations we settled on the former Bestwood Housing Office
building located to the rear of Bestwood Park Church
This spacious and very well maintained building has a large number of rooms and
meeting places that will hopefully prove a valuable asset as the Nottingham North
East Circuit promotes its vision to seek, serve and follow Jesus so that God’s love
is shared in our communities and lives are transformed.

Coffee and Chat
Hopefully by the time you are reading this we
will have just about to restart a couple of
caffeine related activities in church..
Beginning in March on a Sunday morning we
shall be offering a chance for people to chat
over a coffee / tea after the morning act of
worship. This will take place in the hall

Then on a Friday morning again starting in March we shall be starting a weekly
coffee morning at church . This will take place between 10am and 12 midday
This will operate each week except on the 5th Friday of the month when those
setting up / serving will have a well earned rest.
If you are coming along, why not invite a friend to come along with you

New Bible Study Group
Being called to be a local preacher and beginning
to engage with the course has made me want to
learn more about God and further my knowledge
and understanding of scripture.
As a result, I’ve decided to start a Bible study
group. At this stage the details are yet to be
finalised but we will meet at East Side on a weekly
basis. I will not be teaching the group as I
certainly don’t claim to have all the answers and
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I’m keen to learn from other members of the congregation.
This group is ideal for people who aren’t already part of a house group but of
course anyone is welcome to join.
So, if you’re interested in meeting for fellowship and delving deeper into God’s
word in a relaxed environment then feel free to come along and join us. The group
will provisionally meet on Monday nights and the date and time of the first meeting
will be announced in due course. For further details please contact Tom Surgay

Climate Change
I'm sure that most of you will recall the COP26 Climate Change Conference which
was held in Glasgow towards the end of last year. I am equally certain that some
of you will remember the desperation of some of the delegates from the South
Pacific islands.
In our news in the last few years it has become an all too regular feature to hear
about forest fires, volcanic eruptions, tsunamis, and all sorts of extreme weather.
I come from a generation where it would be fair to say that the majority have lived
in blissful ignorance, and the minority who have tried to bring to our attention the
problems of climate change have been largely ignored.
Whether we like it or not, it has become apparent that unless we do something
now, and something significant, God's earth is going to become a very difficult
place to live in. Before the industrial revolution our way of life was by and large
non-polluting and although the industrial revolution brought many distinct
advantages, what I suspect many did not realise at the time was the effect it was
having on God's earth.
There are major issues which have to be dealt with globally in order to be
effective, but of course there are small things which we all can and should do.
Hopefully then like a jigsaw, it all comes together.
We read in Numbers ch.35 v.33 “You shall not pollute the land in which you live”
which shows to me that the Bible is still relevant today,
John Pritchard

Connec╬
Children’s Activities at Central

We are also looking at the possibility of restarting our Toddlers and Messy Church
groups at Central.. These will require an appropriate number of safely recruited
volunteers to enable them to happen and will probably not be run on the same
scale as happened pre pandemic.
If anyone might be able to help at Toddlers please contact Jill Daft for further
details.
If anyone might be able to help out at Messy Church please contact Lynda
Johnson for further details.

Band of Brothers relaunch
Good News, after nearly 2 years of not meeting due to Covid we will shortly be
relaunching the Band of Brothers fellowship group.
Band of Brothers is a social group for men of all ages in which we aim to share
and support each other whilst enjoying social activities:
Previous social activities have included.
 Meals out
 Quiz nights
 Snooker evenings
 Ten pin bowling
 Walking
 Going to Twenty:Twenty cricket games at Trent Bridge
 Indoor crazy golf
If you might be interested in joining us, please let me have your email address or
phone number so that I can include you when future events are publicised.
Nigel Smith
Email: nigelandcathsmith@ntlworld.com

Connec╬
HUCKNALL HERITAGE SOCIETY
are proud to present a BOOK LAUNCH & HISTORY DAY
Saturday April 9th 11a.m. to 3p.m.
at East Side Methodist Church,
Bestwood Road, Hucknall.
Free Admission. Refreshments available

NEW BOOK – HUCKNALL’S HEROES.
When the Great War began in 1914 the town of Hucknall, Nottinghamshire, had a
population of around sixteen thousand. During the following five years, over three
thousand Hucknall men enlisted into the armed forces to fight for King and
Country. Over 400 of them never came back. Of those that did return, many
suffered for the rest of their lives.
After two years of research, Andy McKinnon has found over 2,600 of those men..
This book tells their story. For further details of the event please contact Maureen
Newton

Get your dancing shoes on
Hi, my name is Ann Culley and I run the Ann
Culley School of Dance that meet regularly
here in Central Methodist Church
I come from a dancing family as Mum, Dad,
Aunts, Uncles and cousins have all danced, so
it’s definitely in the genes. In fact my dancing
actually started before l was born as my
mother won a dancing competition with my
Dad when she was six months pregnant with
me!
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I actually met my husband, Roger, through dancing as he came to learn to dance
at a dance school where l assisted . Old Hucknall residents will remember Vince
Dickens Dance School over the YMCA/FORDS on the High Street. ( now The
Pilgrim Oak)

I have used many different venues over the last forty one years.. Godber
Memorial Hall...Watnall Rd Baptist Church... Papplewck Village Hall and for some
years now Central Methodist. It has always been important to me that l use
venues that benefit the community and my contribution (rent) help them with
upkeep etc ... so that, they, in turn do their best for the community.

I am passionate about my dancing and it is such a joy to see all ages and abilities
develop their dancing skills, some of course better that others. Remember , if you
have “Two Left Feet, Ann will make one Right!”

My students and I have always been very active in supporting many worthwhile
charities and over the years we have raised many, many thousands of pounds for
a number of good causes including... Air Ambulance, Guide Dogs, British Heart
Foundation, Cancer UK, Scoliosis Association and Laura Crane(youth cancer).

My Religious beliefs were always important to me and for many years I was very
actively involved with Hucknall Parish Church, but sadly due to some very sad
periods in my life I did question my faith and commitment to God, and lost my
way. Thankfully I have now found my way back and I feel able to develop my
religious beliefs again.
My recovery from bowel cancer and the celebration of my Mum’s 100th birthday in
2018 ( she passed away a short time after her birthday, but she did manage a little
Waltz on her birthday, which was wonderful) made me realise many aspects of
life and living which are important, but we sometimes take for granted...........I
realise now how fortunate I have been......I have a talent and a skill to be able to
teach Dance to the highest standard and it’s been a privilege to impart this to so
many adults and children over the years.
Dancing is a very social hobby...lonely people make friends....shy children
develop social skills and personality through Dance ...couples meet sometimes
developing into long term relationships.
e.g. Roger and l have now been
married fifty five years.
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Very dear to my heart is what a very elderly gentleman said to me a few years ago
at my afternoon tea dance “coming here gives me a reason to have a good wash,
put on a clean shirt and chat as l haven’t spoken to anyone at all since last
weeks’ dance!!!!
Hope you enjoyed reading my article and remember Lord Byron......”On with the
dance let joy be unconfined”
Ann Culley

And last but not least...

In a mother’s womb were two
babies. One asked the other: “Do
you believe in life after delivery?”
The other replied, “Why, of course.
There has to be something after
delivery. Maybe we are here to
prepare ourselves for what we will be
later.”
“Nonsense” said the first. “There is no life after delivery. What kind of life would
that be?”
The second said, “I don’t know, but there will be more light than here. Maybe we
will walk with our legs and eat from our mouths. Maybe we will have other senses
that we can’t understand now.”
The first replied, “That is absurd. Walking is impossible. And eating with our
mouths? Ridiculous! The umbilical cord supplies nutrition and everything we need.
But the umbilical cord is so short. Life after delivery is to be logically excluded.”
The second insisted, “Well I think there is something and maybe it’s different than
it is here. Maybe we won’t need this physical cord anymore.”
The first replied, “Nonsense. And moreover if there is life, then why has no one
has ever come back from there? Delivery is the end of life, and in the afterdelivery there is nothing but darkness and silence and oblivion. It takes us
nowhere.”
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“Well, I don’t know,” said the second, “but certainly we will meet Mother and she
will take care of us.”
The first replied “Mother? You actually believe in Mother? That’s laughable. If
Mother exists then where is She now?”
The second said, “She is all around us. We are surrounded by her. We are of Her.
It is in Her that we live. Without Her this world would not and could not exist.”
Said the first: “Well I don’t see Her, so it is only logical that She doesn’t exist.”
To which the second replied, “Sometimes, when you’re in silence and you focus
and you really listen, you can perceive Her presence, and you can hear Her loving
voice, calling down from above.”
By Hungarian writer Útmutató a Léleknek

Keep an eye open for
News about an exciting new development alongside Ashfield Council involving the
setting up of a social supermarket
News about Bible month: 30 days with Isaiah

Hopefully you have found lots of things of interest in this edition. If you have
anything that you feel would be ‘good news’ for the church family to hear about
then please send any contributions to Rev John

Please ensure that any articles are submitted directly to Rev John by e mail or
hard copy (jwiserev@hotmail.co.uk) or via post by 1st May 2022
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